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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we shall consider (bounded) domains with a lipschitzian boundary
and their approximations. First, Theorem 4,1 is proved which states that if Q has
a lipschitzian boundary then "^-neighbourhoods" of this domain have lipschitzian
boundaries as well, and approximate Q uniformly; tangent hyperplanes of these
neighbourhoods approximate those of Q in the integral sense. This theorem is of
importance by itself. With the help of this theorem, it is possible to prove some as
sertions concerning perturbations of Sobolev spaces (see [1] where Theorem 4,1 is
used without proof; our paper is a supplement to [1]). Moreover, it allows us to
prove a theorem regarding an approximation of the boundary of a lipschitzian
domain with the help of infinitely difFerentiable manifolds (Theorem 5,1). A theorem
of this type was proved by NECAS ([3]) in 1962 in a rather difficult and technical way.
MASSARI and PEPE ([2]) proved a similar theorem in 1974; the proof is simpler but,
on the other hand, the assertion is weaker then that of NECAS.
The idea of our proof is similar as in [2], but by making use of Theorem 4,1 and
by modifying the procedure we obtain an assertion which is more or less equivalent
to the theorem of Ne£as. In comparison with this theorem, we prove only the existence
of a discrete sequence Qn of approximating domains instead of a system Qt depending
on t > 0; on the other hand, we obtain in addition the point (iv) which reppresents
a certain mode of "controlled convergence". Further, the theorem of NeCas deals
with an approximation "from the interior" instead of our approximation "from the
exterior", nonetheless, considering the domain B — Q where B is a ball containing Q
we obtain one type of approximation from the other.

2. GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF LIPSCHITZIAN FUNCTIONS

We shall consider (N + l)~dimensional Euclidean space RN+i with a fixed coordinate system (xu x29...» xN9 y) or, briefly, (X\ y)9 where Xf =- (xu x 2 ,..., XN)B
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e RN; by |Kj or |K'| we shall denote the (N + l)-dimensional or N-dimensional
Euclidean norm, respectively, and by (X, Y) or (X\ Y') we denote the corresponding
inner product.
Definition 2,1. Let a positive number L be given, and let X =
By Kt(X; L), K2(X; L), K3(X; L) we shall denote the open cones
(2,1)

Kt(X; L)~{Z~

(X\y)eRN+i.

(Z', w) e RN+i; (w - y) > L\(X' - Z')j} ,

K2(X;L) = {ZeRN+i;
K3(X;L) - { Z e r

-L|X' - Z'| < (w - >;) < L|X' - Z'|} ,

1

; ^ - j/) < -L|X' - Z'|} ,

(see Fig. 1).
These cones allow us to give a geometrical characterisation of the Lipschitz property
of functions:
Lemma 2,1. Let <p be a function defined on RN, and let [cp] be its graph.
Then <p has the Lipschitz property with a Lipschitz constant Lif and only if for
every Z' e RN the following inclusion holds:
(2,2)

WcK2((Z^(Z'));L)

where K is the closure of K in the norm of RN+i (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

Proof. Rewriting (2,2) in terms of the inequalities which define K2 we obtain
exactly the Lipschitz property of (p.
In the following, an alternative characterisation of lipschitzian functions will be
useful; cf. also [2]:
*
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Lemma 2,2. Let <p be a function defined on RN, and let us denote by T(<p) the set
iy
of points "under the graph of q> :
T{ę) =

(2,3)

{X={X',y);y<ę{X')}

Then cp has the Lipschitz property with a constant L iff the following inclusions
N
hold for arbitrary X' e R (see Fig. 1):
(2,4)

(І)

T{ę) => K3{{X', ę{X')); Ĺ) ,

(»)

R^-Цę^^KĄX-MX'));^,

Remark: For a function <p defined on an open set A c RN we obtain completely
analogous characterisations locally, i.e., by considering intersections of T(q>),
Kt(X; L) etc. with a sufficiently small ball; cf. once more [2]. Such localization will
be used in the following.
Now we shall consider geometric properties of the derivative at a given point.
Definition 2,2. Let X0 = (X'0, y0)€RN+i be a given point and let H = (hu
..., hN). Let us denote by p(X0; H) the hyperplane
(2.5)

h2,...

p(X0; H) = {(X', y); y = y0 + (H, X' - X'0)}

and by P(X0; H) the set of points under this hyperplane:
(2.6)

P(X0; H) = {(X\ y); y < y0 + (H, X' - X0)}

(see Fig. 2). Given e > 0, let us denote by A(X0; H, e) the cone
(2.7)

A(X0; H, e) =
= {Z = (Z', z); z = y0 + (H, Z' - X'0) + i|Z' - X0|, r 6 ( - e , e)}

(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 2.
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У
H)

JfS^^^
X'
Fig. 3.
[Correction: instead of A(X0; kv k2) read A(X0; H, e)]

Lemma 2,3. Let (p be a function defined on RN+19 and let X0eRN
be a given
point9 X0 = (X0, (p(X'0)); let H = (hl9 hl9..., hN\
Then <p has at the point X0 the gradient equal to H iff for arbitrary e > 0 there
exists 8 > 0 such that
0 ] n {(Z', z); \Z'\ < 3} e

A(X0;H9a).

Proof. The assertion is exactly a geometric transliteration of the definition of the
gradient.
In the following lemma, we give an assertion regarding the Dini derivatives. For
the sake of convenience, let us suppose N = 1.
Lemma 2,4. Let cp be a function defined on R1, and let x0 e R1 be a fixed point,
X0 = (x 0 , (p(x0)). Let k be a real number, and let

Z>>(x 0) = l i m s u p ^ ) - = ^
+

x-+.vo

X — X0

be the right upper Dini derivative of <p. Let the inclusion
{(x, y) 6 0 ] ; x0 < x < x0 + 6} c P(K0, k)
holds for some positive 8,
Then D + <p(x0) ;g fc.
Analogously, let D . <p(x0) be the left lower Dini derivative, and let
{(x, y) e [>]; x0 - S < x < x0} c P(X0; k) .
Then D- <p(x0) <J k.
+

Proof. The assertions follow immediately from the definitions of D
P(XQ; fc).
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The arithmetic formulation of these assertions is rather complicated but their
geometrical meaning is quite clear.
Let us now define some geometrical notions which shall be used in the sequel.
Definition 2,3. Let X e RN+1 be a given point, and let d be a positive number.
By B(X; d) and C(X; d) we denote the ball and sphere, respectively, with a centre X
and radius d:
B(X;d) ~{ZeRN+1;
\X - Z\ < d),
C(X;d) = {ZeRN+1;

\X - Z\ = d) .

Let K be a subset of JR*+*; by dist (X, K) we denote the distance between X and K:
dist(X,K) = inf {|K - Z\; ZeK) .

3. LEMMAS CONCERNING LIPSCHITZIAN FUNCTIONS

Lemma 3,1. Let q> be a lipschitzian function defined on RN, with a Lipschitz
constant L, and let d > 0. Let Td((p) be the set
(3.1)

Td(cp) = {Xe RN+1; dist (X, T(cp)) < d} .

Then there exists a function q>d defined on RN9 such that Td(cp) lies under [<^d]:
(3.2)

TJ(q>) = T(<pd) ;

moreover, this function has the Lipschitz property with the same constant L.
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Proof. Let X0 e RN be a given point. Because of the Lipschitz property of cp,
T(<p) c RN+i - Kt((X'09 <p(X'0))9L) = g (Lemma 2,2) and dist((K0, {), T(<p))
2 dist ((K0, £), Q) -+ oo for <J -• oo; so there exists a point X = (K0> £) such that
dist(K, T(<p)) = d. Let Y= (y\i|) be a point at which this distance is attained:
|K — Y\ = d. Obviously such a point exists and r\ = <p(Y').

=

Fig. 5.

Once more because of the Lipschitz property, K3(Y; L) c T(q>) and hence
K3(X; L) c Trf(<p) (see Fig. 4). On the other hand, T(<p) n B(X; d) = 0. But Z e T(<p)
implies K3(Z; L) c T(<p) and hence T(<p) c K4 = \JK3(Z; L), where the union is
taken over all Z such that K3(Z; L) n B(K; d) = 0 (see Fig. 5).
Let us consider the set Qt = {ZeRN+1; dist(Z,K 4 ) > d]. Obviously Qt =
= Kt(X; L) and & n Td(q>) = 0. In particular we obtain X = (K^, £) € Td(<p) for
<J < £0 and .? # Tj(<p) for J > ^0 and hence we can put <pd(X0) ==. £0. The Lipschitz
property of q>d is now a consequence of Lemma 2,2.
Lemma 3,2. Let cp be a lipschitzian function defined on RN, and let cpd (d > 0)
be a function defined in Lemma 3,1. Let X'0 G RN be such a point that there exists
242

then
(3.3)

(i)

lim sup Dt <PІX'0) šh(,

00

Uroinf.D,,_4»,(*i)è*,,

d-.0 +

(J->0 +

Fig. 6.

wftere D*, Dit^ stands for the Dini derivatives with respect to the i~th variable.
Proof. Let us supposed H 4= 0 (the case H = 0 is even easier). Without loss of
generality, we can suppose hx > 0, h2 = h3 = ... = hN = 0 (if this is not the case
we can use a rotation of the co-ordinate system); further, we can suppose X0 =
= (x O s l ,0,...,0).
Let e > 0, and let X0 = (X0, (p(X0)). According to Lemma 2,3, [<p] locally lies
in a set ,4(X0; if, e). Considering d small enough we can suppose that all the graph
lies in this set. Let yx = (pd(X0) and Xx = (X0,yt); we have Xt $A(X0; H, e).
It is T((p) n B(Xt; d) = 0 and hence
T(cp) e [A(X0; H, a) u P(X0; # ) ] - B(XQ; d) c
c [A(X2; H, e)u P(X2; H)] - B(X0; d) = Q2
where X2 = (X0, y2), y2 > cp(X0) (see Fig. 6).
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On the other hand, T(q>) n B(XX; d) = 0 yields y2 > <p(X'0) for y2 such that
p((X'0; y2 - de);H) is a tangent hyperplane to B(Xt;d) (see Fig. 6). Let X3 =
- (Ko, yi + de).

Fig. 7.

Constructing at all points S e C(XX; d) n p(X2; H) the tangent to C(Xt; d) which
lies in the (two-dimensional) plane containing Xl9 S and a vector Vperpendicular to
p(X3; H) we obtain a set Q3 — see Fig. 7 — which is, in fact, congruent with the
set K4 from the previous lemma (with a suitable L). This set contains Q2. To see it,
let us note that it is sufficient to consider the problem in the space JR3 which contains
the axes y9 xt and an arbitrary point (Z', 0) e RN+l. In this case, it is sufficient to
show that Q2 n p c Q3 n p for an arbitrary plane p containing a straight line
Xt + tV9te R1. Such a p intersects the boundary of A(X0; H, e) in a certain hyperbola for which the inclusion is obvious; see Fig. 8.
Now, as in the previous lemma, we shall construct the domain
e4 = { Z € ^ + 1 ; d i s t ( Z ; e 3 ) > d }
(see Fig* 7). This domain is a cone such that the angless between its surface-lines
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and the hyperplane p(Xu H) are constant, say ct>. Elementary calculation yields that
co = o)(H; e) where Kmco(H; e) = 0. The assertion of Lemma 3,2 is now a cont,-+o-»

sequence of Lemma 2,4.

Fig. 8.

Lemma 3,3. Let cp be a lipschitzian function defined on RN, and let <pd (d > 0)
be the function defined in Lemma 3,1. Then the functions cp, cpd have all partial
derivatives of the first order almost everywhere, and for arbitrary p ^> 1

lim [

\dcpd _ 8cp *
dX' = 0
\dXi

dxt

for every compact subset K c RN (i = 1, 2,..., N).
Proof. The function cp being lipschitzian it has the first partial derivatives on RN
except for a set of measure zero. Let us now consider an arbitrary sequence d(n),
d(n) -* 0 + for n -*• oo. Then, by the same argument, the functions cpdin), cp have
derivatives on the set RN — M, mes M = 0, and on this set we have

--fa- - Dt<pm -

D,..^,

.

Lemma 3,2 then yields
dcpd(n)(X') )dcp(X')
8x(
dxt
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on RN — M, and we have
ôxt

дxt

< (2L)>

(Lemma 3,1). Tfie assertion then follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence
theorem.
4. APPROXIMATION OF LIPSCHITZIAN DOMAIN

We shall consider a bounded domain Q c RN+i with a lipschitzian boundary,
i.e. a domain whose boundary is locally representable as a graph of a lipschitzian
function in a convenient co-ordinate system. Thanks to the compactness of the
bounded closed set dQ9 we can describe dQ with the help of a finite number of coordinate'systems, and so we can define:
Definition 4,1. Let Q c RN+i be a bounded domain. We say that Q has
a lipschitzian boundary if there exists afinitenumber of ("local") co-ordinate systems
(X'r9 yr) = (xir9..., xNtf9 yr) (r = 1, 2,..., m) and a finite number of lipschitzian
functions ar, r = 1, 2,..., m (with a Lipschitz constant L), defined on the neigh
bourhood of zero
A = {X'reRN;

|x t > | < /?, i = 1, 2, ...,N} (j8 > 0)

such that
(4.1)

(i) X~(X'r9yr)eQ
(ii) X$D

for KrezJ,

for Kr6A,

ar(K;) - j3 < yr < a r (K r ),

ar(X'r) < yr < ar(X'r) + J?,

(iii) for every X edQ there exists r (r = 1, 2,..., m) and Kr e A such that
X = (Kr, ar(Kr)) in the corresponding co-ordinate system.
(See [3]; cf. also [2].)
Theorem 4,1. Let Q c JRAr+1 be a bounded domain with a lipschitzian boundary,
and let us denote by Qd (d > 0) the domain
(4.2)

Qd = {X € RN+i; dist (X9 Q) < d) .

Then for d small enough, Qd has also a lipschitzian boundary, and
(4.3)

0 = limQd(=n^).
<f->o+

<f>0

Moreover, the boundary of Qd is described with' the help of the same co-ordinate
systems as dQ9 and the corresponding functions arfd approximate ar in the following
sense:
>.
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(4,4)

(i) arfd zX ar on A (i.e. the convergence is uniform);
(ii) ard are lipschitzian functions with the same constant L as ar;
(Hi) %* 0 = 1,2,...,*)
oxUr
exists almost everywhere in A and, for arbitrary p _ 1,
8a
If \—r,d
=•-= dar- "dX'r = 0 .
d-+o+ ) á \dxUr dxUr
rlim

Proof. The assertions follow from lemmas of previous section with the help of the
technique of localization; cf. the remark following Lemma 2,1. To this end, we use
the fact that there obviously exists /?' < j8 such that replacing jS in Definition 4,1
by this /?' we obtain again a description of the boundary.

5. SMOOTH APPROXIMATION OF LIPSCHITZIAN DOMAINS

In this section, we shall consider an approximation of lipschitzian domains with
the help of C°°-domains. The possibility of such approximation was proved by Ne5as
in [3] but his proof is rather complicated. Massari and Pepe obtained a similar result
in [2]; the proof given there is simpler but the result obtained is weaker than that
of Ne£as. With the help of Theorem 4,1 of the present paper we can obtain an assertion which is more or less equivalent to the Nedas theorem. Our proof, though
not very simple either, is by our opinion more transparent than that in [3].
As in the previous sections, we shall study first the approximation of lipschitzian
functions; our construction will not depend on co-ordinate system. To this end,
we shall use mollifiers.
Definition 5,1. Let us define the mollifier co = co(X), X e RN+1, X = (X\ y) by
(5,1)

co(X) = .

xexp(|K| 2 - I ) " 1 ,

\o,
where x is such that
(5,2)

\X\ < 1,
. .

M = i>

Jľ
co(X)
dX =
o,(X)dX
=1
Jfl(0;l)
Jв(0;l)

For h > 0, let us denote
(5,3)

a>h(X) = h-»-la>fc).

.

Now, let cp be a lipschitzian function defined on RN and let # be the characteristic
function of T(q>):
*
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\0,

y^<p(X).

For ft > 0, let us define <Ph as
(5,5)

$),(X) = (cafc*4>)(X) = f

4>(X-Y)a>h(Y)dY.

jB(0;h)

The properties of a mollifier (see e.g. [3]) imply that the function #-. has continuous derivatives of all orders and

Further, substituting Y = - hZ9 Z = (Z', z) into (5,5) and (5,6) we obtain from (5,4)
(5,7) <Ph(X) = f
a>(Z) 6Z , -*- = f
* - - ? - dZ , -*- = f
^ d Z ,
.W;*)
5x, Jfl(x;») dx£
3J
Jaw*) $y
Q(X; h) = {ZeB(0; 1); Z = (Z', z), z < h'1^'

+ hZ') - h~ly}

(see Fig. 9). Let us now consider &h as a function of y, for fixed X' e RN.

í-лVx*/»z)-ń"y

Fig. 9.

Lemma 5,1. Git?en K' e R , then:
(i) For et>ery y e Rx and for every h > 0 we have
N

a^#fc(#)^l
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(X=(X\y))

and there exists Kh e R1 such that
#ft(X) = 0 for

yxp{X')

+ Kh,

4>h(X) = 1 for y < -Kh + q>{X'), \imKh = 0
Ä-O^

(ii) The function $h(X) is a nonincreasing function of y, and it is even (strictly)
decreasing provided 0 4= $J(X) # 1.
Proof. The assertions follow easily from (5,7). Obviously, for yt < y2 and Xt =
^ (x'> yi)> X2 = (x'> ya) we have
and hence

5(0; 1) = a^Xť, h) =5 Q(X2; h)•=>0

Moreover, dist(X, T(q>)) > h implies Q(X; h) = 0; analogously dist(X, RN+l ~T((p)) > h implies Q(X; h) = i?(0,l), which yields (i). To complete the proof of
(ii), let us observe that in the case 0 ==
f $h(X2) =# 1 we have 0 ==
f Q(X2; h) 4= B(0,1)
and hence
0 * Q = Q(Xt; h) - Q(X2; h),

0 < <f>h(Xx) - <Ph(X2) = f G>(Z) dZ

(see Fig. 10).
Lemma 5,1 guarantees that for every f e(0,1), X' e RN there exists exactly one
y e Rl such that

*JLX\y) = r

h1f(X'*ҺҐ)-h'1y,

'*ҺҐ)-Һ-\

Fig. 10.
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and hence we can define a function Wk
Definition 5,2. Let h > 0. By Wh we denote a function defined on RN satisfying
for every X' 6 RN the equation

$h(X',Vh(X'))

(5,8)

= ±.

Obviously, lim+ Wh(X') -= <p(X') uniformly with respect to X' e RN. We show in
*-o
the following that Wh are infinitely continuously differentiable and approximate <p
in the same sense as the functions q>d from Section 3 (cf. Lemma 3,2, Lemma 3,3).
Lemma 5,2. The function Wh has continuous derivatives of all orders, and
дУy

(5.9)

gS,

дxt

where S depends only on the Lipschitz
dependent on h).

І = 1,2,...,ІV,
constant L of the function <p (and is in

Proof. To prove the smoothness of Wh9 it is sufficient to show that

^ * o
dy
and to apply the implicit function theorem. To prove (5,9), we show in addition that

(0

(5,10)

<м

ÔXІ

ÕФҺ(X)

00

2: m > 0

Õy

where M, m depend only on L.
It follows immediately from (5,7) that

Щ<[
VXІ]

^(Z)dZ,

Jв(0;l) VXІ

which gives (5,10) (i). Let us now prove (ii). To this end, let us observe that if q> has
the Lipschitz property with a constant L, the same holds for <rV
$h(Z') - h~l <p(X' + hZ') -

h-iy.

Further, there exists Q < 1 such that
(5,11)

ľ
Jř<|ZJ<l
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oĄZ)dZ <i<

ľ
J|Z|<ř

oĄZ) dZ

Let X = (X\y) be such a point that <Ph(X) = £. Then (5,11) yields [0A] n
n £(0; g) # 0. Indeed, if the opposite were true then either B(0; Q) <= 0(X; ft) and
hence #A(X') > i or B(0; Q) n 0(X; h) = 0 and #AvK') < i, which is a contradic-

Fig. 11.

.

z

2Le\
•N

/ .

\u
X

*

.

£

Fig. 12.
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tion. Let Z 0 = (Z0, z) be a point from this intersection. There exists e > 0 depending
only on Q such that the set
SR . {U = (U\ u)eRN+1;

\U' - Z'0\ < a, |u - z0\ < 2Le}

lies in B(0; Qt) where Qt = $(Q + 1) (see Fig. 11), and hence r = min{to(U); UeW} >
> 0. Because of the Lipschitz property we have [<Ph] c. K2(Z0; L) and hence for
|A| < zLh we obtain
(5.12)

{U = (I/', u); |U' - Z0j < e, M = <ph(U') + Aft"1} c SOI

(see Fig. 12). Let us suppose A < 0 and denote
Q = Q((X\ y + A); h) - Q(X; h), O0 = 0 n 9R .
Then using (5,12) we obtain by means of the Fubini theorem
(5.13)

4>h(X\ y + A) - #„(X', y) = f co(Z) dZ = f co(Z) dZ

f rdZ = r|A| J

=

J Do

=

dZ';

JjZ'-Z' 0 |<e

for A > 0 we obtain an analogous estimate. Dividing the inequality by A and passing
to the limit we obtain

_ -í

^ O g - r f
дy

dZ<<0

J|z'|< £

which is (ii).
Lemma 5,3. Let X0 e RN be such a point that there exists grad (p(X0) = H.
Then

lim^(K0)=^(Z0),

*-o + dxt

dXi

* = 1,2,...,N.

Proof. According to the implicit function theorem we have

't^-mm

dXi

where X = (X0, Wh(X0)), and we can express the function <Ph as well as its derivatives
in the form (5,7). We denote Xh = (0, $h(0)) (see Fig. 10). Let us observe that if the
function <p has at the point X the gradient equal 4;o H, the same holds for <ph(Z) at
the origin; moreover, if [<p] lies in A(X0; JFf, e) for \Xf - X0\ < 8 then [#*] lies in
A(Xh; H, B) for |Z'| < 5/fc^Henee choosing A sufficiently small we can suppose for
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given e that [<?/,] <= A(Xh; H, e) for all Z considered. This together with the obvious
inclusion p(Xh; H) c A(Xh; H, a) yields

I

co(Z) dZ - J

I J»(X0;lt)

o>(Z) dZ g 2 f

JP{Xh;H)

I

Q)(Z) dZ,

Jfti(X0;&)

where .^(Xo; h) = B(0; 1) n A(Xh; H, e). However, the last integral tends to zero
if h -> 0 and so

Fig. 13.

í

ct>(Z)dZ->Ь

X Ä ~>0

PÍ.YҺÎЯ)

(let us note that (o(Z) depends only on jz| and hence

I

<»(Z) dZ = i

JjP(0;ff)

for arbitrary JFf).
By the same argument we obtain

z)dz

f ^< -f

Jft(X0;fi) ^^i

i<H

JPCTh-.m^^i

s2
I

í

|<

z

>

dZ

JfiiiXoih)
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and hence

li„3 = f
л-o ôxt

^(z)dZ ;

i =

l,2,...,N;

JF(0;Я) дxt

the same holds for the derivatives of $h and co with respect to y.
Applying the procedure to the function <p0(Z') = (Z', H) we obtain !F0 h = <p0
for every h > 0 and hence

ľ
*!

-=

д^Q.ft _ .

^(Z)dZ

J P(OгH) ÕXj

õx

ľ

'

-^rødz'

Jp(0;H) ^

which proves the lemma.

Lemma 5,4, Let <p be a lipschitzian function defined on RN, and let Wh (h > 0)
be the function defined by (5,8). Let p = 1; then <p has partial derivatives of the first
order almost everywhere and

Brní I**---*-

ft-o.+ J K I dxt

dxt

'áX' = 0

for every compact set K c 1?*.
Proof is the same as that of Lemma 3,3.
Theorem 5,1. Let Q cz RN be a bounded lipschitzian domain and let dn be an
arbitrary sequence such that 0 < dn+t < dn and \imdn = 0. Then there exist
^domains Qn with infinitely differentiate boundaries which approximate Q in the
sense of Theorem 4,1, i.e. the boundaries of Qn are described with the help of the
same co-ordinate systems as dQ, and the corresponding functions arn defined and
infinitely differentiate on RN approximate ar in the following sense:
(5,14)

(i)

arintar

on A

(ii) there exists a constant M depending only on the Lipschitz constant of
the functions ar such that
I A*

8x(.

(iii)

I

<M,

lim f I - - - i-k dx; = o

»>ooJj|ax M

axitr

for arbitrary p š 1,
(iv)
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alX$+dn+í<arJ<XŮ<aJ<X'r)

+ dn.

Proof. The domains &n = { Z e R * + 1 ; dist(Z,fl) < \{dn + dn+t)} fulfil (4,4)
(i) —(iii); it is now sufficient to construct smooth approximations of these domains
with the help of the previous lemmas of this section.
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